MSG 0080 - WAR IN THE POCKET OVA - Final sACrifice
OVERVIEW
Cyclops ground team has failed to destroy the RX-78-NT1 Gundam, and the Alex has now confronted the Kampher
in the outskirts of the Federation research base. Now the duel begins...

EFF SCENARIO FORCES

ZEON SCENARIO FORCES

The Federation Commander may only use the RX-78NT-1 G4 ‘Alex’ piloted by Christina Mackenzie.
The Alex is armed with its gatling cannons (3 shots left)
and beam sabre. The suit is not wearing its Chobham
armor.

The Zeon Commander may only use a MS-06FZ Zaku
II Kai piloted by Bernie Wiseman.
The Zaku is armed with a Heat Hawk

SCENARIO SPECIAL RULES
Damaged Suit - Any immobilizing damage has been repaire, any other damage sustained on the ‘Alex’ during its
duel with Kampfer still has not been repaired for this final battle.
Kamakarzie Attack - Bernie knows he must stop the Alex at all costs, the life of Al and everyone else in Side 6 Libot
and is prepared die trying. At no point will he fall-back, or try to eject. For this scenario only Bernie gains an
additional attack and can make one special Kamakarizie attack. For the turn that the Kamakarzie attack is
declared, add +4 to the strength of the heat hawk and his attacks are double. However, his weapon skill counts as
0 for that turn in defending against any attacks.
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The Federation Commander then sets up his RX78-NT1 Gundam on his table edge.
The Zeon Commander sets up his Kampher on his
table edge.
The Zeon Commander goes first.

GAME LENGTH
Unlimited - See Mission Objective

MISSION OBJECTIVE
The Federation Commander must stop the Zaku.
The Zeon Commander must destroy the RX-78NT1 Gundam. Any other result counts as a defeat.

LINE OF RETREAT
None

Zeon Table Edge

1

Federation Table Edge

SET-UP
The battle actually took place in the woods
surronding the Federation research station So get
hold of some woods and large hanger like buildings.

